art. Guthrie rightly states that the 'magicoreligious' approach, as he calls it, has generated confusion and error, and has "resulted in a derailment of rock art research". It is worth noting that, with a lone exception, not one specialist in Ice Age art takes these shamanistic notions seriously at all. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that some kind of profound religious motivation -however one defines it -does lie behind some cave art. It cannot all be attributed to sex, hunting and teenage scribbling.
In short, this book attempts a far too literal reading of much Palaeolithic art, and contains a great deal of wishful thinking in exaggerating the abundance, clarity and supposed ubiquity of hunting and sexual imagery in the art. Nevertheless, it provides a great number of interesting insights into the nature and behaviour of the species depicted, including humans, and is undeniably thought-provoking and challenging. I can recommend it highly, despite my reservations. But what of his mathematics? Many will be familiar with the beautiful Cayley-Hamilton theorem (a square matrix satisfies its own characteristic equation) and Cayley's theorem in group theory (any abstract group is isomorphic with a group of transformations). Students of phylogeny are grateful for his enumeration of trees, originally in connection with chemical formulae. But pure mathematics was his bent. His magnum opus was invariant theory, whose slow eclipse has taken Cayley with it. His Collected Works in 13 volumes containing 967 items (all single-author) awaits the diligent enquirer.
If one takes a polynomial like ax 2 +2bx+c and adds a value u, say, to x, resulting in a new polynomial a፱x 2 +2b፱x+c፱, it turns out that a፱c፱ǁb፱ 2 ǃacǁb 2 . In other words, the function of the coefficients typified by acǁb 2 is an invariant. There are endless polynomials (Cayley called them 'quantics'), with different orders (quadric, cubic, quartic, and so on) and different numbers of variables (binary, ternary, quaternary, and so on). Boole found an invariant of the binary quintic but then decided that the theory was a "peculiar and rather isolated branch of analysis" and gave up.
But Cayley, and J. J. Sylvester and George Salmon in Dublin, pressed on. Although Crilly does his best to keep track of their developments, the task is nigh impossible at the level of a general biography. We are left to admire Cayley the mathematician at a distance, but Cayley the man we can admire more closely, a painstaking industrious beacon of the Victorian age. Thomson thought he ought to have been made 'mathematician laureate' , while Maxwell serenaded him "whose soul, too large for vulgar space/In n dimensions flourished unrestricted".
Thus the real subject of Crilly's monumental biography is the surrounding galaxy of British mathematicians listed above and the milieu in which they operated. Centred on Cambridge, with outposts in London, Dublin and Edinburgh and good continental connections, this was the generation that took the torch of British mathematics from George Peacock and the other 'analyticals' , and with it illuminated modern algebra and many other mathematical developments. Crilly has researched this period exhaustively, producing a work which will be the starting point for biographies yet to come. Might he himself now tackle Peacock, fascinating for his part in the reform of Cambridge as much as for his advocacy of modern algebra? We can only hope so.
